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Crossfit!? Don’t they lift heavy weights? I don’t want to get
“Big and Bulky” BY MARIA MCDONALD
This is what came to mind when a
friend suggested I should try CrossFit. I
had seen the videos and the pictures of
these men and women lifting serious
weights. It looked incredible, but I’m
not interested in getting big and bulky.
At the time I was working out at home
and eating healthy (I was following the
food guide, lots of whole grains!) and
thought I was doing a great job on my
own. Looking back, I think it was a rare
occurrence that I broke a sweat and

progression wasn’t something I was
thinking about.
So fast forward to April 2011, about 6
months later, I decided I’ll give it a try.
I really loved it and really enjoyed
lifting heavy weights. This was huge
for me. My bread maker had a
permanent home on my kitchen
counter. I noticed my clothes were
fitting me differently.
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I really felt great. I had more
energy, less stress, just an
overall “better” feeling. So I
stuck with it after the
challenge.
In the New Year, I was curious
to find out what kind of
physical results had I
achieved? I felt slimmer and
stronger. I had lost a couple
pounds (according to my
scale).
So I did a body
composition test in January. I
thought it was interesting. I
had never done it before so I
couldn’t compare. I have to
admit, I had fallen into the
“scale trap”. I’d weigh myself
almost daily; if the numbers
went up I would wonder if I
ate a lot yesterday? Maybe I
didn’t move enough. This was
getting old (and fast), and after
reading an article on the
CrossFit Moncton website I
decided to ditch the scale.
Really, can I measure myself
by the numbers on a $10 WalMart scale?
So here we are near the end of
summer, time to check-in. I
was curious to see what my
body test results would look
like after 6 months of
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consistent training and a pretty
strict Paleo diet. Well I was
blown away when I was told I
had gained 9lbs of muscle.
Seriously!? I didn’t think I
looked as though I had gained
that much muscle and even
more surprisingly that I had
lost more body fat. Now there
is no way I could have known
that had I stepped on the scale.
And if I had, I would have
l o o k e d a t i t n e g a t i v e l y,
assuming I had gained some
fat.
I have a whole different view
on it now; I can recognize my
hard work. There was a lot of
sweat and chalk, some ups and
downs and countless hours in
the kitchen and online (I got
bored of eggs) and there is so
much variety out there if you
take the time to look! And
what do you know? I didn’t
get big or bulky even though
my body composition
changed. I’m convinced that
CrossFit and Paleo is the best
combination if you really want
to maximize your potential
and see big results! No more
looking at numbers on the
scale. Looking forward to my
next check-in!

GARLIC AND DILL VEGGIES
Ingredients:
-1 tablespoon of coconut oil (or butter)
-4-6 carrots, julienned – about 1 cup (cut
into 2-3″ by 1/4″ pieces)
-sea salt and black pepper to taste
-1 large zucchini, julienned – about 1 cup
-1/2 teaspoon dried dill
-1/2 teaspoon garlic powder

Directions:
1

2

3

In a large skillet over medium-high heat,
melt the garlic ghee, then place the
carrots into the pan. Season with sea
salt and black pepper to taste. Cook the
carrots until they become brighter in
color and just begin to brown on the
edges – this will take approximately 10
minutes.
Next, add the zucchini to the pan along
with the dill and the garlic powder. Stir to
combine. Continue to cook until the
zucchini is slightly browned on the
edges – approximately 3-5 minutes.
Once the vegetables are cooked, plate
them and serve warm with eggs and
bacon for breakfast or as a side to any
meal

balancedbites.com
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When did you start CrossFit?
October 11, 2011

shortage of accomplishments and
no shortage of challenges to
keep me motivated!

Do you have an athletic
Do
you
have
an
background?
accomplishment that you're
very proud of?
I’ve always loved sports, from
being an “Ok” hockey player to
holding down the bench in I think finishing the “30 Musclebasketball in high school. Most Ups” WOD (only 41 sec over the
of my mid-late 20’s/early 30’s 15 min cap!) was definitely one
were spent playing Ultimate for my “personal trophy case”. I
Frisbee at different levels so I am also proud of my fellow
was able to stay fairly active, but CrossFitters that day for not
for the most part I have always letting me quit!
been someone who enjoys sports
I also really enjoyed the Paleo
rather than excels at them.
Challenge…very proud to have
gone to a conference in Nashville
What made you decide to
without totally going off the rails.
join?
My wife and I have made great
gains and plan to continue it
I needed an intense, efficient and indefinitely!
effective stress reliever. The final
straw was my Mom (in that semi- Do you remember your first
joking but honest way Mom’s do) workout? What was it like?
giving me a hard time from her
hospital bed that I was not being
I remember my second workout
very active lately and that she
better than my first. A “simple”
(truthfully) was working harder in
run 10 km.
her physio and OT than I was as
a “healthy” adult. Her birthday
I was expecting some barbell-ish
gift to me was paying for my
WOD, and at the time I didn’t yet
fundamentals, so off I went and I
grasp just how multi-faceted
have not looked back.
CrossFit really was. Kevin scaled
me to 5 km, and off I went.
What are your goals? Have
When I eventually finished there
you reached any yet?
was applause and cheers and
e n c o u ra g e m e n t … a n d t o b e
GOAL #1: 100 Double-Unders.
honest it felt pretty weird as that
Well presently I would settle for
was something I NEVER got at
“10”.
GloboFitLife Gym.
So then I
started cheering everyone else
From getting my first Muscle-Up
and I started to “get it”.
to 20 unbroken kipping pull-ups
to recently nailing my first
Handstand Push-Ups…there’s no
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BLAKE REYNOLDS

Stats
-CrossFitting
since Oct/11
-Deadlift: 300#
-Press: 130#
-Back Squat: 235#
-Clean: 180#
-Pullups: 20

Describe the atmosphere at CrossFit Favorite lift?
Moncton
Cleans, Power Snatch
FUN! It’s hard to describe how much fun I
have coming to CFM and seeing the familiar Favorite workout?
faces and new peeps every week...even
after a sweaty, knock you down, lay on the Favourite: So many! Probably Nasty Girls
floor, grunt-fest (yes, I am still talking about and Kevin & Jo’s “Katahdin”
working out you dirty minds). Without the Funnest: The randomness of “Deck of
welcoming people and positive attitudes let’s Death” is always pretty cool…and someday I
face it…these workouts would be A LOT will do it without getting two jokers almost
harder, but together we get through them back-to-back.
and are genuinely proud of each other’s
effort and accomplishments!
Any other comments?
What do you tell someone that’s Any person who chooses to pursue fitness is
hesitant to try CrossFit?
a role model to others around them. Every
time you do something people did not know
You can do CrossFit…right now! There’s no or think you could do inspires a few others
mirrors, no egos, no judgements… just you to try something too.
and the workout. EVERYTHING is 100%
scalable so there’s really no need to wait Seeing all the accomplishments and gains in
until next Monday, next year or “until you others, makes me work that much harder on
are in shape”.
Show up, give your 100% my own goals, so thanks to everyone at
and that’s all anyone asks for. You get an CrossFit Moncton for giving me the place
intense, effective workout AND a personal where all of that happens every day!
trainer (and cheerleaders) every time you go
and you CAN’T get that from any other gym
I have ever been to.
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Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
info@crossfitmoncton.com to
confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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